GENERAL CARE OF YOUR REMINGTON TRAVEL-RITER DELUXE PORTABLE TYPEWRITER.

Reasonable care on your part will insure years of satisfactory performance from your typewriter. A typewriter's principal enemy is dust. Keep your typewriter covered when not in use. Clean the typefaces occasionally with a brush to remove accumulated lint and ink.

Do not clean your typewriter's surface with alcohol as it is injurious to the finish. Once in a while you may put a drop or two of oil on each of the two rails on which the carriage moves and then rub it off again. Never attempt to oil the type-bars or any other part of the mechanism as this may have a tendency to gum and clog the working parts.

Your Remington Portable was carefully inspected before it was delivered to you. If it ever does need adjustment or repair, take it to the nearest Remington Rand Typewriter Service Station or to an authorized Remington Rand Dealer where trained servicemen will give it expert attention.

You will find that if you take good care of your Remington it will repay you with years of faithful service.
RELEASING AND LOCKING THE CARRIAGE.
Before releasing the carriage, press the carriage return lever (b) upward. Now, simply flick the carriage centering lever (c) up and carriage is free to move.

TO LOCK CARRIAGE, press carriage centering and locking lever (c) down and center the carriage by pressing forward on carriage release lever (a).

INSERTING AND ADJUSTING THE PAPER.
Insert paper behind platen, holding paper with left hand while turning right cylinder knob (f). When paper appears at front of platen, place paper bail (e) onto paper. (Twin rollers (d) on paper bail should be positioned to divide paper in thirds for best results).

TO ADJUST THE PAPER move paper release lever (g) forward and, after adjusting, move back to original position. Fold out paper supports (h) if desired.

SETTING THE MARGINS.
When paper has been inserted along paper guide (j) and adjusted, the margins can be set by simply pressing down the margin stops (i) and moving them to the point on the paper table scale (k) where the writing line is to begin and to end.

Remove top cover.
Move Auxiliary Ribbon Reverse (l) to its left position.

Wind all the ribbon onto RIGHT spool. (Turn spool by placing finger on top of spool flange.)

Press down Left Shift Lock Key (m) and disengage ribbon from Vibrator (q). Remove spool-tops; swing ribbon lugs (n) away from spool. Lift ribbon from slot in left spool. Lift metal core, with old ribbon, from right spool and discard.

To replace the ribbon, swing spool lugs out from posts. Place metal core with new ribbon on right spool, making certain that ribbon unwinds from back of spool.

To replace ribbon behind vibrator repeat above operation in reverse.

Replace top cover: position the cover so that the rear lugs of cover are fitted under the side cover rims (p) left and right. Press firmly on front of top cover to snap into place.